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About This Content

The original soundtrack for No Time to Explain is finally on Steam! Featuring 32 original tracks!

The Original Soundtrack features:

Main Theme

Adrenaline

Fire Rush

Something Behind You

TOP GEAR REMIX

A monster inside

Back to back

Electrobeast
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Enemy to myself

Fatass

Futuristic Hero

Great escape

Iron fist

It's a secret

Long play

Safe future

Sick, sick mind

The Grinder Mix

The remaster features 14 more tracks, and also has WAV versions. The originals are in MP3 only.
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Title: No Time to Explain OST
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
tinyBuild, MrFuby
Publisher:
tinyBuild
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Anything Windows

Processor: 1Ghz and up

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: You don't need graphics

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: A stereo one

English
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no time to explain ost. no time to explain remastered ost

Played a 1v1 match. Literally there are NO players on. http:\/\/steamcharts.com\/app\/378480

The premise seems cool in that its basically World of Tanks meets Twisted Metal. I would really like to play with a full lobby
but I don't see that happening anytime soon. Right now I wouldn't recommend it since you really need players to actually enjoy
this. Maybe look into giving your game a little more press before releasing your game on early access.

I would wait until the game fully launches, or the game picks up more players before purchasing.. I dont care about the
Multiplayer, the single player game is pretty fun however, its very hard at first since every enemy presents a threat. One of the
few games out there with a hard but enjoyable difficulty ��������������������������������. I recommend this just for the achievements..
This game is still in early access, so although the gameplay is short and somewhat lacking, the potentail of this game is amazing.
It would be awesome if you could control a zombie directly, so your zombie army has a general. This is a feature in a flash game
i like,and it was the key to some of the harder battles. I dont want to rate the game yet, as it is not complete, but i hope it will be
at least an 8/10.. Really cute and fun little management sim, with an amusing premise.. Just for fun but great stats too worth it !.
This is a review that I wish I could put a neutral for. Since even though this KT game does a lot of things right, it does one big
thing wrong. The gameplay loop in this is phenomenal, one of the best I've experienced in ages. I loved it. However the true
final boss kind of soured it for me. Since she is so dang strong that without an excessive amount of grinding, it felt kind of like I
hit an impassable brick wall.

This game by far has one of the best systems implemented in a KT game and you want to know why? There's no secondary
currency. You don't have to worry about grinding enemies to get enough points for a second playthrough! That's the biggest
upside. Plus the story in and of itsself is pretty neat. But again the true finale kind of ruins all the good things this does.
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Amplitude : A Visual Novel is one of few story-driven game I can enjoy so far. Amazing storyline, unusual plot, a lot of
combination for ending and good hidden achievements as well. The game really suit for busy people that want exposure
of playing a game during their free time without focusing on gameplay. Also bonus for FQ player to see the resolves of
the prequels true ending make it a good puzzle for their fans.

One weakness that I feel personally is the story has many explorable characters but lack of development for those
characters, even for multiroute visual novel. Despite of short amount of time player has to solve the story "Puzzle", the
climax supposed to explored the other characters deeper, at least compared to the prequel.

Overall I would recommend anyone with interest in light Fantasy\/Sci-fi\/Mystery themed game lovers. 7.9\/10. Keep up
the good work, Ceylon Entertainment!! ^^. It's a pretty cool game. It's indie, and there's a little jankyness, but no game
breaking bugs. Kinda difficult at first, there isn't much hand holding here. After a few hours of play and reading a
couple little guides on steam, I'm doing well. Thumbs up.. It's alright. Moto Racer 4 is back on track for good.

I will do a quick evaluation PROs/CONs

PRO:

- Really fun on splitscreen
- Easy to handle (it takes a few laps to really handle the joystick but after it's really easy to master it)
- you can push your opponents out of tracks. In Splitscreen mod it's just awesome how your friend can be mad at you
really quickly!
- Good Carreer mode / Good difficulty level. You can choose yourself the difficulty. 1st race took me 30min before
being able to beat the 3stars!!
- IA is really tough sometimes so it's great because it's never easy. You've got to do the perfect race everytime.
- Good number of tracks and Racers so far
- HUD is simple.

CON: 
- For now it's hard to find a party online. First time I was lucky I found it instanly. Now it much much longer. We need
more people online guys! -> Invite your friend mode works well.
- Can't add IA on multiplayer to fill the rank.

Suggestion: 
- Replay mode to edit video would be great.
- Being able to personalise the soundtracks.

It's really an arcade game. I've seen people complaining about the graphics. I disagree with them as this game is not a
simulation game. it's more focus on the fun and how easy it is to handle. And for that Moto Racer 4 is doing a good
job.
The only con would be that there are not enough players online.. This game seems like it would be fun, except the
control system is over sensitive while the swing and feel of the driver\/putter continually changes making finding a
proper flow extremely difficult. This wouldn't be bad except the entire flow of hitting the ball is measured by the back
and forth flick of a controller thumbstick. Additionally the commentator is continually snide and condescending. I
would not doubt it if someone told me that whoever did the voice acting receives constant death threats.. Such a small
space but yet nice atmosphere. The sounds and looks good but the lack of something to do might be found as boring to
some people. I enjoyed listening to everything ABE had to say.

If you're ok with the fact that it's a short and immersive video clip in VR and NOT INTERACTIVE, you might enjoy it
:). Eh, a sorta kinda fun game. Sad I spent money on it.. Only If is an adventure game that, as far as I can tell, was
written and made by a few drunk guys all in one week. The story is flimsy but endearing, and the ending (of both
branches of the story) is refreshingly funny. The dialogue is quirky and memorable, although a bit incoherent at times.
Overall a very nice game for something that's free, but my biggest complaint is that some of the achievements are
unable to be obtained. This may change after the publication of this review, but a game should never have to withold
achievements from the players.
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9/10. The game is fun for a quick play session and should be a free to play early access title. But given that the game
hasn't been updated, and the developer has been silent, for over a year, I cannot recommend this game.. This is yet
another rpg game, besides that this game was very enjoyable, why? because serious battles and events are broken up
with humour, the story is absurd and the characters have interesting back stories and emotions.
The only thing I would have to complain about is that it has a couple of glitches but the developers are able to fix these
issues fairly prompty. All in all if you want a game that cracks you up, gives you a giggle and doesn't take too long this
game is for you!

7/10

I liked the game but I found it hard to sustain my interest at times, and sometimes found it hard to actually find where
I had to go as the directions were very vague from the in-game characters.
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